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Organizing a Community Built Project

Hi, my name is Annemarie Zwack. In the interest of seeing grassroots community initiated cultural action, I have put together this list of things to think about to get you started on a community project of your own! I hope it is useful to you.


FIRST LISTEN- what are the needs that people around you are looking to meet? This is of the utmost importance! It is a way to get underneath the "what", to reveal the "why". Sometimes people get fixated on what and how before they really immerse themselves in the "why". The "why" is the underlying need. As humans, we have a desire, even a need for beauty. But we also may have a need to be warm while waiting for a bus. There may be a need to have a place to sit, where you can see your grandkids, while they hit the swings. Maybe there is a need to feel safe in your neighborhood, and you don't when you walk by that vacant lot where the weeds have gotten taller than you. Once you are really clear on the need, as perceived from a multitude of perspectives; your community, you can start to get creative about how to meet the need.


USE an INCLUSIVE FORMAT—An inclusive format is a structure where everyone gets to be genuinely creative, and where each individual voices blends with the rest to create a harmonious whole. For maximum engagement, community voices must be a part of the design, implementation, and maintenance of a project.


The skills and knowledge of the participants are your social capital. This is the core investment; the seed that you will grow! Community strength and growth start with recognizing the value of the people involved and the particular gifts they bring to the group. The people involved are your first resource.


Rolls & Leadership Positions in a Community Built Project 


Art facilitator. It is useful to have someone who can facilitate the creative process for all the participants. An art conductor can help community members create a collaborative design based on the thoughts, drawings and creative input of many. They can guide materials chooses, with an eye toward durability under a range of conditions. An art conductor also co-ordinates art processes with the project schedule. Communitybuilt.org is great resource for finding people that facilitate community built projects. It also has a wealth of examples of inclusive formats you may want to use.


Volunteer coordinator- organizes volunteer sign-ups and release forms, manages volunteer contact & skills info, invites volunteer service groups 


Publicity- sends out press releases, manages social media promotion of events 


Materials Coordinator- organizes tool and materials donations and purchases


Food Donations Coordinator- organizes food for work parties, including volunteer design & build events, and completion celebration 


Funding Coordinator- researches and writes grants, solicits funding donations, keeps track of budgets, including in-kind donations


Identifies non-profit partners that may want to support project.

Share the Load- The above rolls can be shared among many people if there is good communication. Instead of coordinators, you could have committees. 


TIME


Working with lots of people takes planning and good communication. Make it easier on yourself and give yourself plenty of time to get there!


You'll want plenty of time to write your grants, line up your food & materials donations, & give your potential volunteers enough lead time to put you in their calendars, not to mention accommodating the schedules of all the people you will want to involve in planning and dreaming. 


FUNDING/ INVESTMENT



Local donations are hugely important for local ownership of a project. Sometimes people tell me, "I just don't feel comfortable asking people for donations." I think if you look at as giving people an opportunity to be a part of a grassroots, positive impact, it feels a little different. Maybe the owner of the local pizza shop is working long hours, almost everyday, and it isn't realistic for him/her to show up to help grout your mosaic. But, if he or she is local, they probably care about the health of the community and would be excited to deliver pizza to the park on one of your build days. In-kind donations are a great way to get support in a way that is convenient, and perhaps even tax deductible, for your donors. 


Even local branches of national chains may be eager to donate materials. Check in-person at their locations. Local representatives can be very helpful and empowered. Some chains also offer info online for submitting applications for funding.


The New York State Council on the Arts gives out the “Artist in Community Grant” every year, in every region of the state. The New York Foundation for the Arts has a national grant database they call NYFA Source. You can search it by discipline, deadline, location, or keywords.
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